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The officers and members of ORNAP-Davao Chapter, convention 
participants, ladies and gentlemen, good morning. 
 
I was in Cebu last month for the Philippine Nurses Association 
(PNA) Annual Convention. There, I expressed the same pleasure 
being in the company of professionals who, more often than not, 
are part of a team that saves lives. 
  

This time however, I am with specialty nurses who are working 
in the operating room that surgeons cannot do without.  As OR 
nurses, you provide a lot of direct patient care.  
  
Overworked but underpaid, and vastly under-appreciated, no two 
days are the same for OR nurses. These, coupled with several 
disheartening stories make your job even more challenging and 
often times poignant. 
 

Today, your profession is in a crossroad. With at least 19,000 
Filipino nurses leaving the country every year for work abroad, 
you preferred to embrace the challenges of the profession in our 
beloved country. You strive to serve with a hallmark of excellence 
and gain deeper knowledge of the profession to become better, 
if not the best nurses that Filipino patients deserve.    
 
I take my hat off to all of you and to all the other nurses out there 

for going beyond doing their jobs, and more importantly, for 
staying in the country to practice their profession. 
 



I was taken aback by how organizations like yours fought hard to 
achieve what nurses deserve, primarily the salary and benefits 
previously granted under RA 9173 or the Philippine Nurses Act of 
2002.  
 
I’m glad you did not stop wanting to wait for good tidings to come 
your way.  
 
Your patience and perseverance paid off.  We celebrate the recent 
good news on the grant of salary increase to state nurses and 
teachers.   
 
As we are all aware of, the pay adjustment is already included in 
the proposed 2020 General Appropriations Act where P110 billion 
have been set aside for this purpose.  This will be spread to over 
a three-year period, and the first tranche will be paid next year. 

 
This proves the Duterte administration’s putting premium to the 
unique and important role that nurses play in nation-building and 
in the provision of health-care for the people.  
 
I hope that the management of private hospitals will jump on the 
bandwagon and grant their nurses similar adjustment.  No doubt, 
this will encourage our very own nurses to stay and serve Filipinos 
in need. 

 
Given this development, we are now ready to address the 
shortage of nurses in our country by decreasing the number to 
be deployed overseas. I am confident that this will also ensure 
the compliance of all hospitals to the DOH standard of one-is-to-
twelve-nurse-to-patient ratio. 
 
Equally significant is our giving importance to the pivotal role 

played by OR nurses in strengthening our healthcare system 
through such undertakings as this. I consider this convention an 
important milestone in the professionalization of the OR nursing 
profession.   
 



I am very glad to see how ORNAP, in its 20 years, is making 
progress on continuous learning, sharing and betterment to build 
up a strong army of nurses who are experts in OR skills. 
  
I am certain that this convention will benefit the country’s health 
care system with more skilled and experienced OR nurses who 
will contribute substantially to the nursing profession.  
 
Again, congratulations to all! Maraming salamat! 


